
Let the Scooting Adventures Begin, with the NEW Trunki Scooter. 

Exclusive to Halfords. The only range of scooters that you can Ride, Tow, Fold, & Carry.

Designed by Rob Law the creator of the renowned ride-on suitcase 
brand, Trunki, exclusive to Halfords. 

The only range of scooters you can ride, tow, fold and carry – Learn 
to ride with Trunki. The three wheeled scooters come in two different 
colours and sizes, a lightweight durable frame with large sturdy 
wheels and sturdy fibreglass footplate, Little ones can enjoy a smooth 
ride whether riding solo or being towed by their parents. 

With it’s lean to steer design, and height adjustable handlebar it’s 
cinch to manoeuvre making it the school run and park trip essential 
getting them from A to B in record time, whilst having fun! All scooters 
come with extra wide rear wheels and brakes giving the quietest, 
smoothest ride and a fast-action, sharp break for emergency stops! 

Transporting and travelling is made easy too, with its child safe folding mechanism, carry strap and bag. 
So, if you don’t fancy scooting back home or you’ve limited room in the car boot these scooters fold away 
and have their own bag with a carry strap, perfect for hanging on the back of the pushchair, stashing in the 
back of the boot or hanging in the hall way when not in use, with a promise of no more bashed ankles as it 
swings about!

 Durable Construction
  Light weight, durable frame with large, sturdy 

wheels. Built to last.

   Unique Simple, Push to Fold Bar
  Easy to pack away for travelling or carry over 

your shoulder to & from school.

 Child Safe Folding Mechanism
 Twin buttons to ensure safe, adult operation.

 Simple to control
  Lean to steer, teaches balance and 

coordination.

For more info, HR images or a sample please contact: 
claire@trunki.co.uk M: 07837 344 618 
halfords@z-pr.com T: 0207 287 5006

 Height Adjustable Handlebar
  Four positions to accommodate children as 

they grow.

 Carry and Tow Strap
  Allows it to be transported, hubs on 

pushchairs or over the shoulder & stored 
easily in garage or shed.

 Bag
  To keep things clean whilst being carried & 

stored.

 Extra Wide Rear Wheel & Brake
  To keep things clean whilst being carried & 

stored.

 Available in Trunki pink or blue 
 Small (1 - 2 yrs.) RRP £59.99 or
 Large (3 - 5 yrs.) RRP £69.99 
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